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Client Sues Divorce Lawyer Alleging Job
Negotiations With Firm Representing Wife Was
Conflict
ANGELA MORRIS, Texas Lawyer

April 27, 2017

A client alleges that he accepted his divorce lawyer's self-serving advice and took a low-ball
settlement in his divorce, not knowing that the lawyer was secretly negotiating a lucrative job offer with
the law firm that represented the wife. But the lawyer, James "Jake" Gilbreath, and other defendants
have denied everything.

Dennis Wayne Brand alleged he accepted a $100,000 settlement, leaving his ex-wife with the couple's
$2 million community estate that included a company and two homes. Later, Gilbreath revealed to
Brand that he began working for PiperBurnett, which represented Brand's ex-wife. Gilbreath was
negotiating for the job before Brand's trial, alleged the petition in Brand v. Burnett Turner Gilbreath.

"Gilbreath then sabotaged plaintiff's underlying case to ensure his fruitful employment with
PiperBurnett and the lucrative monetary benefits that came along with it," said the petition. Otherwise,
Brand would have gotten half of the $2 million community estate, it said.

In the legal-mal suit, Brand sued Gilbreath and his former firm, McCullar Gilbreath—now called the
Law Office of Janet McCullar. Brand also sued his ex-wife's lawyer, Michael Burnett, and his firm,
Burnett Turner Gilbreath. All of the defendants have denied all of Brand's allegations in recent
answers filed in the lawsuit, pending in Travis County District Court.

Gilbreath didn't return a call seeking comment, but his attorney, Dan Byrne, said Gilbreath hadn't
made a decision or reached an agreement about the new job at the time of Brand's divorce trial.

"Mr. Brand was vigorously and effectively represented by Jake and the resulting settlement was in our
view—and we think the evidence will show—extremely favorable to him," said Byrne, senior partner in
Fritz, Byrne, Head & Gilstrap in Austin.

Casey Dobson, who represents Burnett and Burnett Turner Gilbreath, also adamantly denied any
allegation that the divorce was not vigorously litigated and Brand got a bad settlement.

Lance Kassab, who represents Brand, said it's "malarkey" to say Gilbreath hadn't decided to move to
the opposing counsel's firm at the time of Brand's divorce trial. He said the firm changed its name with
the Texas Secretary of State two weeks before the trial, and that Gilbreath's photo with other partners
went online shortly after the trial.
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"It's one of the worst conflicts I've seen, and I've seen a lot of them. It's so egregious in my mind," said
Kassab, owner of the Kassab Law Firm in Houston. "He knew without a doubt he was moving over
there, and yet, he never discloses it to his client. I've seen stuff where there's maybe a question about
whether or not the lawyer did something intentionally or negligently. This is intentionally—there's no
'ands, ifs or buts' about it. I see a lot of bad stuff, because this is all I do, but it never ceases to amaze
me what lawyers will do."

The lawsuit claimed that Gilbreath represented Brand in the 2016 divorce and an attorney-fee
intervention by Brand's former lawyer. Among other things, Brand claimed that Gilbreath failed to call
independent experts to testify about the couple's company's value, conducted little-to-no discovery
and didn't ask Brand to testify about the value of one of the couple's homes.

"After just three hours of Brand's testimony, Gilbreath coerced Brand into settling the case, warning
Brand that the case was destined to lose and he needed to take whatever he could get or face
financial devastation and ruin," the petition said.

Next, Brand faced a trial in the attorney-fee intervention. It was then that Gilbreath revealed that he
now worked at PiperBurnett.

"Although Gilbreath denied that any conflict existed as a result of the switch, he nonetheless
requested Brand to waive the 'potential conflict' so that he could continue to represent Brand in the
attorney-fee intervention," said the petition.

Brand refused, and Gilbreath withdrew on the day of the intervention trial. Brand had to represent
himself and sustained an $11,000 judgment.

Brand is suing Gilbreath and McCuller Gilbreath—now known as the Law Office of Janet McCullar—
for negligence, breach of fiduciary duty and a violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act. He
is suing Burnett and Burnett Turner Gilbreath for civil conspiracy and aiding and abetting breaches of
fiduciary duty and violations of the DTPA.

The petition claimed that exemplary damages caps wouldn't apply in the case, because the
defendants violated Texas criminal law by engaging in commercial bribery. The Gilbreath defendants
agreed to accept a benefit of employment from the Burnett defendants, while knowing that the new job
would influence their conduct because they would stop diligently representing Brand, sabotage the
case and convince Brand to settle low. The Burnett defendants violated the commercial bribery law by
offering the partnership opportunity and monetary benefits that came with it, alleged the petition.

The attorney defending the Law Office of Janet McCuller, David Miller, shareholder in Miller, Scamardi
& Carrabba in Houston, didn't return a call seeking comment before deadline.
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